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Abstract 
The two exact complex-valued solutions for the 2D problem of surface waves propagation along a free surface of infinitely 
deep ideal incompressible liquid are presented. These solutions aren’t subjected to superposition principle but their linear 
combination leads to the theory of linear waves in infinitesimal limit and to nonlinear Stokes’ solution for the waves of small 
but finite amplitude.  
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1. Complex Solution of the Gravity Waves Equation. 
The 2D problem of surface waves propagation along a free surface of infinitely deep ideal incompressible liq-
uid is considered. In coordinate system ( , )x z  the vertical axis z  is directed opposite to gravity acceleration g , 
the pressure is described by function ( , )p z  ( x ct , c  is the propagation speed), the velocity field 
( , )zv  has only two components v x  and v z . The waveform is denoted by ( )  so the governing system and 
boundary conditions have a form 
0, 0, , v vz xz zc p p p cv v v g v  (1) 
Here 0p  is atmospheric pressure,  is a liquid density. The representation pressure as a sum of atmospheric, 
hydrostatic and wave ones 0p p g z p , introduction the stream function  ( v x z , 
v z x ), the using of potential nature of waves lead to system 
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20, 0, 0z zz zc c g  (2) 
The standard approach to formulated problem already developed in works by G.G. Stokes and Rayleigh is to 
present the stream function  in the form of one of equivalent representation 
( ) exp ( ) ( ), ( ) exp ( ),z k z ,z kz  (3) 
Representation (3) permits an generalization 
0
( ) exp ( ) ( , ),z k z k dk  the using of that in 
the first boundary condition (kinematic condition) of (2) permits to reform it into the form 
0 0
( ) ( )exp , ( ) 1,z c a f k k z dk f k dk  (4) 
where a  is an integration constant. The integration of the second boundary condition (dynamic condition) of (2) 
and substituting into received result the relation (4) leads to the equation 
22 2 21 2 0F rF r F rF F b a  (5) 
Here F a , b  is a constant aroused under integration of dynamical boundary condition, 
0
( )r k f k dk , 22g c . The substitution of (4) into Laplace equation of (2) leads to 
( ) 2 ( ) 2 2 ( )
0 0 0
2 1 0k z k z k zF f e dk FF F k f e dk F F k f e dk  (6) 
For the reason that the Laplace equation for stream function is valid till free water surface the limiting equation 
origin from (6) when z  is also valid 
2 2 2
0
1 2 1 0, ( )F rF rF sF F s k f k dk  (7) 
Because the function F  satisfies two equations (5, 7) the conditions of compatibility are arisen 
3 22 0, 3 2 4 ( ) 0, 2 ( ) 0s r r r s s b a r r b a  (8) 
Before the finding of the solution of (8) it is necessary to analyze the properties of (6). Not only this equation 
but also its derivatives of arbitrary degree with respect to variable z  should be satisfied under substitution of 
function F . The common collection of equations ( 2,3,...n ) is 
2 2 ( )
2 1
0
( , ) 2 ( , ) 1 ( , ) 0, ( , ) ( )n k zn n n nF I z FF F I z F F I z I z k f k e dk (9) 
The conditions of nontrivial solutions for values F , 22FF F  and 2(1 )F F  are 22 1n n nI I I . In 
the limit z  it follows from (8): 2s r . The analysis of (8) in regarding of 2s r  shows that there are 
two solution’s classes providing the compatibility of (5, 7): 
1. 0r s . This solution corresponds to the undisturbed state of liquid. 
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2. 0b a , 2r , 2s r , 0r . In this case the equations (5, 7) are reformed into unique equation 
22 2 21 0F rF r F  with two separated solutions 
0 0( , ) W exp( )F r i r r  (10) 
Here 0  is a free parameter, W  is Lambert function [1], defined as a solution of equation 
W( )exp W( )x x x . Accordingly to (10) the form of free water surface is presented by relation 
0 0( , ) W exp( ) , consta r i r r a  (11) 
To find the stream function, velocity and pressure one need to have function ( )f k  in explicit form. The choice 
( ) ( )f k k k , where 0k  is some fixed wave number is a simplest and instantaneously the unique 
way to satisfy (5, 7, 9). For the abbreviation of the further notations and to reforming into standard forms the 
wave number r  in all formulas will be designate by symbol k  without asterisk. The substitution of ( )f k  into 




( ) exp exp( )exp exp( )
( , ) exp( )exp exp( ),
,z cF k z F a c ka kz ik
p z p gz c k ka kz ik c k g
 (12) 
The solutions (12) with indexes “ ” and “–” exist separately from each other. The substitution of (12) into (1, 2) 
converts all relation into identities for arbitrary values of “amplitude” 0 . 
The presented solutions (12) found on the base of standard representation (3) for the stream function have the 
following properties: 
1. With the exception of trivial solution which describes the resting liquid this is the unique exact solution of 
problem (1) under using of standard representation (4). 
2. The received solutions are complex-valued. Neither real nor complex parts of solutions do not satisfy sepa-
rately to governing system and boundary conditions. 
3. The solutions with indexes “ ” and “–” do not satisfy to the superposition principle. 
The results of done investigation permit to declare that the problem (1) has not an exact solution in the space 
of real function under using of standard representation (3) for stream function.  
2. Analysis of the Solution. 
Despite of complex-valued nature of solutions (12) it is possible to do its analysis. For this goal the real-
valued linear combination 0 0( , 2) ( , 2)F F  is constructed so that 
0 0 0 0( , ) ( , ) W exp( ) 2 W exp( ) 2F a k ik k ik k  (13) 
When the wavenumber k  is fixed and the amplitude 0  is infinitesimal (14) is reduced to 
0 0 0 0( , ) ( , ) cos( ), ( , ) 0F a k d  (14) 
The right side of (14) in infinitesimal limit satisfies to (5, 7) and may be used as a solution F . The second rela-
tion in (14) is the condition of no changing of mean level. From (14) the unique choice 0 0( , ) cos k , 
0a  is followed. As a result the standard solution 20 0 exp( )cosp p gz c k kz k , 
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0 cos k , 0 exp( )cosc kz k , 
2c k g  in infinitesimal class is formed. Precisely this form 
permits to connect the value 0  to wave amplitude. For waves of small but finite amplitude ( 00 1k ) it 
follows from (14) 
2 2
0 0 0 0( , ) ( , ) (cos( ) cos(2 ) 2 3 cos(3 ) 8 ( )),F a k k k o k  (15) 
The relation (13) satisfies to (5, 7) only till member of the first degree of smallness with respect to parameter 
 inclusively. The arising discrepancy 2~ ( )O  is too large and put under doubt the validity of expansion (16). 
For the purpose of discrepancy decreasing the solution of (5, 7) is find in a form 0 ( )F F B  where 0F  is 
expansion (15) and also the correction to speed is introduced 2 21 2(1 ...)c k g c c . Substitution of 
these forms into (5, 7) permits to get the discrepancy of order 5~ ( )O  if 20 0( ) 2 2B k . Under 
this correction the speed is defined by relation 2 2(1 )c g k  which points to it’s depending on the wave 
amplitude. As a result the solutions for stream function, pressure and velocity fields form the classical result re-
ceived by G.G. Stokes [2]. 
3. Waves Forms. 
It is interesting to investigate the linear combination (13) in the case with no limits on “amplitude” 0 . On the 
presented below fig. 1, 2 the calculated forms of free surface for different values of 2 20 0k c k g  
characterizing the ratio of inertial forces to gravity field are shown. There are two wave types: normal and ab-
normal which are separated by the critical value 2 0.735758882...e . The example of normal type 
waves is presented on fig. 1 where the dependence of wave form on  under fixing wavenumber k  is shown. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The form of normal type waves for sub critical values of . 
 
As it is obvious from presented graphs the steepness of normal type wave is aroused accompany to the in-
creasing of inertial reserve of liquid particles. The crests of all normal waves are sloping. For the forming of 
normal wave of greater steepness it is necessary to supply more energy to liquid particles than for the waves of 
smaller steepness. 
The abnormal waves manifest the opposite properties as it is shown on the figure 2. The discontinuities of the 
first derivative have place on the crests. Besides that the rule is valid for this wave’s type: the crest angle is 
smaller if the inertial reserve is decreased. 
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Fig. 2 The form of abnormal type waves for supercritical values of . 
 
The formation of abnormal wave of greater steepness requires less energy supply than analogous waves of 
smaller steepness. Under critical value  normal and abnormal waves connect to each other and are character-
ized by infinite steepness. The received results mean that abnormal waves do not exist in nature because its be-
havior breaks the physical sense. 
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